Thomas Comes to America
Book 1
Thomas Meets Black Bart.
Thomas didn’t know how long he had been sleeping. It seemed like a very long
time. And when the crate was finally broken open and he could see again, it was a while
before he got his bearings. This didn’t look like Sodor! Why, it looked nothing like
Sodor at all. It was totally unfamiliar. Everything seemed shabby and somewhat
decrepit. Why, even the rails were different! There were three rails instead of two! Why
would anybody need a third rail?
Thomas looked around. There was a big goods station, right next to where he
stood. And some kind of a platform with barrels on it to his right, and just ahead a crane
and a bin full of scrap metal. He was in some sort of industrial yard it seemed.
“Hello, Thomas? Where are we?”
Thomas recognized the voice. It was Annie! It was so nice to find something,
someone, familiar. “Oh, Annie! Whatever has become of us? Where are we?” He
asked.
“I can’t see any more than you can,” said Annie. “Well, maybe a bit more of this
station. Looks like it has seen better days.”
“Some kind of goods station,” replied a second voice, Clarabel. “And there’s a
bumper right in front of me. A strange bumper, it has one buffer in the middle, not two at
the sides like a proper bumper ought to. And, there’s a loop of track circling behind it
back here. We must be on a siding.”

Thomas was so happy to have his friends Annie and Clarabel with him, that he
forgot for a moment that everything else was so strange. “So, are we taking on
passengers? Where’s my driver? Where are we going?”
“No passengers. It’s a goods station, remember?” remarked Annie.
They didn’t go anywhere for a while. Thomas looked out and saw that there were
some other things in the yard. There was a small passenger station ahead to his left.
Farther away were a sawmill, and a platform of the sort used for delivering milk. The
sign on the passenger station said “Girard.”
“We must be in Girard,” he told Annie and Clarabel. “I see the passenger station.
I wonder where Girard is. Why am I not in Sodor anymore? Why is this place so, so
empty? It seems like there is nobody here but us. This must not be a well-run railroad.”
Thomas and Annie and Clarabel talked a bit, and remembered to each other how
nice Sodor was. They were so busy remembering that Thomas didn’t notice the other
train at first, but then, he heard the puff puffing as an engine climbed a nearby slope,
circled behind a more distant passenger station, and chuffed into the yard on the other
side of the goods station. Either the other engine hadn’t seen him, or didn’t want to talk.
But now Thomas couldn’t see him, and it didn’t seem polite to yell. He didn’t have any
steam up, so he couldn’t even whistle.
Thomas did get a good look, though, as he came in. The strange engine was all
black, a bit dirty and grimy, and pulled three dingy trucks and the guard’s van. It was a
fairly large engine, as big as Gordon, but with only two front wheels instead of four. Oh!
And, sloppy or ramshackle looking, with odd things and pipes sticking out here and there.
Not sleek like Gordon or Henry. And, most remarkably, his nose was a shining light!
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The trucks were odd too. They all had eight wheels, not four. Bogies, he
supposed. “That’s odd,” he said. “Only coaches have bogies.”
“I don’t have bogies!” remarked Annie.
“Well, that’s true, but a lot of coaches do. Younger coaches,” Thomas replied.
This upset Annie, and she decided not to talk to Thomas for a while.
“They don’t have buffers, either,” Thomas continued.
Annie said nothing. Clarabel decided to stay out of it, so she kept quiet too.
“Look at the guard’s van! How big it is! With that thing on top with extra
windows. I never saw anything like that on Sodor!”

Annie and Clarabel didn’t reply. But, just at that moment, a driver came along
and stopped in front of Thomas, and looked at him.
“Hello!” said Thomas. “I’m Thomas! Are you my driver?”
The poor man jumped like a ghost had spoken to him. He looked hastily this way
and that.
“Hello!” Thomas said again.
The driver looked at him. “Is that you?” he asked, somewhat surprised.
“Yes. I’m Thomas. Who are you?”
“Well, I’ll be… A talking locomotive. I must’a hit the bottle too hard last night.”
“No, really. I am a talking locomotive. My name is Thomas. And that’s Annie
and Clarabel behind me. What’s your name?”
The driver stared at him. “A locomotive with a face. That talks. Nobody’s going
to believe this one.”
“Don’t all locomotives have faces and talk?” asked Thomas.
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“You’re the first one I’ve ever met. If I’m not out of my mind,” the driver said.
“You’re not,” chimed in Annie, apparently, her grudge forgotten.
The driver jumped again. But then, they all heard another voice. An unpleasant
voice. “Frank, will you get your something in gear and fire up that switcher! We gotta
clear the tracks!” Actually, the voice used more words than that, but Thomas ignored the
ones he knew were not nice. The driver muttered something, and set to work getting
Thomas’s fires going.
Thomas really, really wanted his fires going, and so he did not want to do
anything to upset the driver, whose name was apparently Frank. So, he stayed quiet, and
so did Annie and Clarabel. He did hear the driver mutter, “I feel like someone’s
watching me.” Thomas knew that Annie was indeed watching; apparently, Frank had not
noticed her yet. Then, “Where the heck does the boss get these old things?” Thomas
wondered if he was talking about him. He wasn’t old! Oh. Wasn’t that what Annie got
upset about? Frank thought all of them were old. Thomas didn’t feel old. And, that
other engine looked older than he was!
Thomas heard the other locomotive pull tiredly away from the station on the other
side. “I see him!” whispered Clarabel. “He’s circling on that track in back.”
Thomas hoped the other locomotive would come close enough to talk, but instead
he stopped on the loop behind the station. Well, that did clear the tracks in front of
Thomas. He was getting impatient to go somewhere.
Finally, his fire was ready, and the driver brought Thomas to life. He edged out
toward the switch. Oh no! The points were thrown the wrong way! Where was the
switch man? Didn’t the driver notice? Didn’t Frank know anything about railroads?
But, as Thomas moved closer, suddenly the switch threw itself, and a little lantern rotated
to show that the way was clear! Well, that was new!
Thomas pulled Annie and Clarabel past the passenger station. But they didn’t
stop for passengers. There were no passengers, and didn’t look like there had been any
for a long time. Then, they backed down onto a siding adjacent to the milk platform.
The other locomotive then started, and pulled around the station, and shunted some cars
onto the siding Thomas had just left. Then, he pulled past Thomas, and backed down to
pick up some other cars from the other side of the goods station.
Gordon would be complaining if he had to shunt his own cars like that, thought
Thomas. Henry and James too. But, the other locomotive didn’t say a word. His eyes
were shut; Thomas couldn’t see them. “How does he know where he’s going,” Thomas
asked Annie. She didn’t know either, and neither did Clarabel.
Finally, the other engine pulled up adjacent to where Thomas waited on his
siding.
“Hello! I’m Thomas! Who are you?” asked Thomas.
For maybe a minute, nothing happened. Then, slowly, the other locomotive
answered. “I’m number 224,” it said tiredly.
Thomas waited for it to say more, but it didn’t.
“Don’t you have a name?” Thomas asked. “I have a number too. I’m number
one. But my name is Thomas. Don’t you have a name?”
The other engine was a while in answering. “I never thought about it. I never
thought about anything, much. Too much trouble. I’m tired. But, maybe so. The
engineers call me ‘Black Bart’ sometimes. But mostly they call me number 224.”
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Thomas was pleased to have somebody new to talk to. He had all sorts of
questions. “Where is Girard? Is it near Sodor? How did I get here? How long have you
been here? Have you been here a long time? What kind of goods do we carry? Are
there ever any passengers? I didn’t see any passengers. My driver’s name is Frank;
what’s your driver’s name? Why do we have three rails and not just two? Why does
everything seem so dingy? Do all trucks have bogies? What about coaches? Why are
guard vans so big? Do you always do your own shunting? Why don’t you have buffers?
Why do you carry around a snowplow when there’s no snow? Are there other engines
here too?”
Thomas suddenly realized that he was asking questions so fast, that he had not
waited to hear the answers. He stopped. He then realized, that Black Bart hadn’t given
him any answers yet. There was silence for a minute. Thomas was just about to ask the
questions again, and maybe some more that had occurred to him, when Black Bart finally
answered.
“What was that you asked?” he replied. Before Thomas could launch into his
questions again, Black Bart added, “Just the first one.”
Maybe Black Bart was old, Thomas thought. And, maybe a little slow. He said
he was tired. Thomas contented himself with asking, “Where is Girard?” He couldn’t
help himself; he added, “Is it near Sodor?”
Black Bart took a while answering. Finally, he replied, “Dunno. Girard? Who is
Girard? Only Girard around here I know of is that station back there. Next to the freight
station. That’s where it is. Never heard of Sodor. Maybe another station? Never seen
it.”
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Thomas was confused. Was Black Bart not just slow, but maybe a bit, well,
unintelligent? “Isn’t Girard the name of this town?” he asked. “Whenever I’ve seen
passenger stations before, the name on them has always been the name of the town.” He
remarked.
“Maybe it is. And maybe it isn’t,” said Black Bart. After a long pause, he
explained, “There’s another station I’ve seen, looks a lot like this one, and it’s got
‘Girard’ on it too. And it isn’t here.”
Thomas was just about to ask his next question, when Black Bart’s driver and
fireman climbed into the cab. “Gotta go,” said Black Bart. “See you again sometime. I
‘spect you’ll be here when I come back again.”
Thomas gave him a cheery “Good bye!” But, he didn’t feel cheery. What kind of
place was this? Why was he here? Why wasn’t he happily serving his branch line in
Sodor? Why was Black Bart so tired, and would this place make him tired and dirty too?
For now, Thomas didn’t have any answers. But, he did have company. Annie
and Clarabel were here. He had made a new friend. Maybe things would seem better
tomorrow. Things usually did.
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Thomas Does Some Shunting, or Is it Switching?
Night came. Thomas expected to go to the engine shed. He looked forward to
that. He would see Black Bart and get to meet the other locomotives that lived at this
station. But, here he was still there on the siding with Annie and Clarabel. The driver
and firemen let his fire go out and just left him sitting there!
“This isn’t right!” he complained. “Why didn’t I get to go to the engine shed?”
“We don’t get to go into a shed at night,” replied Clarabel. “Why should you
engines get to?”
“Yes, you engines always think you should be treated better than us, and we are
the coaches that actually carry the people! If anyone should have a nice shed to sleep in,
it’s us coaches!” Annie added.
Thomas wasn’t happy, but he didn’t see the point in arguing with Annie and
Clarabel. What would they understand about being an engine? Eventually he went to
sleep, thinking about how nice Sodor was, and hoping this place would be better in the
morning.
The next day came, and in the morning, here came a driver and a fireman to get
Thomas ready to go. But, it wasn’t Frank. It was a big fat man, fatter even than the Fat
Controller on Sodor. Thomas said, “Hello!” in as cheery a voice as he could. But he was
still unhappy about being left out all night.

“Hullo! What’s dis?” said the driver. “Frank went on there’s somethin’ strange
about this new locomotive. You really talk?”
“Yes,” replied Thomas. “Are you my driver today? Where is Frank? Why didn’t
he take me to the engine shed? Where are we, anyway? Is this town called Girard?”
Thomas stopped. Maybe he’d better wait before he asked all of his questions. The driver
was still standing there with his mouth opened, astonished.
“Well, I’ll be….” The driver said, apparently to himself.
Thomas wondered what the driver was going to become. But then he got
impatient when the driver didn’t become anything, and didn’t answer his question.
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“Are you my driver today?” he asked, repeating his first question.
“You talk funny!” the driver answered. “I’m your ‘engineer.’ An ‘engineer’
drives an engine. A ‘driver’ drives a car. Dat’s an auto, or a truck; not an engine. If you
are goin’ to talk, don’t call me a ‘driver!’”
Thomas was confused, and he didn’t particularly like this driver’s attitude, but he
decided he’d cooperate; maybe the driver, make that ‘engineer,’ would say more.
“So, are you my engineer today?” asked Thomas.
“Yeah. We’re goin’ to git your fire started an’ do some switchin’.”
“Switching?” asked Thomas.
“Yeah. Our job’s to move some of dem freight cars ‘round. First, we’ve gotta git
dat coal hopper yonder to da coal loadin’ siding. Gotta drop these coaches off first.”
“Oh! You mean shunting!” replied Thomas.
“Huh? No, I said ‘switching.’” replied the driver, or rather, the “engineer.”
“What’s dis shuntin’ nonsense? We’re gonna to be doing some switchin’. Now, stop
blowin’ off steam, we needs to get ready to go. Da foreman ain’t gonna be happy if dis
don’t get done fore old Geep comes through.”
Thomas wasn’t happy at being scored off for using the words “driver” and
“shunting.” Why did these people talk so funny? It didn’t help that Annie and Clarabel
were snickering. He gave them a “Shush!”
The fireman had the fire going nicely, and soon Thomas was ready to go. They
dropped off Annie and Clarabel near the barrel platform, and Thomas nudged up to the
coal hopper. It was where Black Bart had left it, in front of the sawmill. Thomas was
glad to be ‘switching’ if that’s what the ‘engineer’ wanted to call it. He felt Really
Useful again.

Thomas’s good humor didn’t last for long. He backed up to couple to the hopper,
but the hopper refused to couple! He would back, then go forward, but the hopper would
not come. It was looking like trucks would be as troublesome here as on Sodor. But, he
had not had problems even getting them to couple before!
“What’s the problem?” the engineer asked the fireman, who had jumped down to
take a look.
“Coupler bar’s bent,” said the fireman.
While they discussed what to do, a small crowd gathered, and talked about the
problem and gave advice about might be done.
“The problem’s this new engine,” said one onlooker. “Coupler’s wrong height.”
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“Nothin’ wrong wit’ da engine et all,” replied Thomas’s engineer. Thomas was
pleased to hear him say that! “It’s da stoopid car. Seems half da cars ‘round here has got
somethin’ or other broke.”
“Number 224 pulled it up here OK,” the other voice said.
“That doesn’t mean it ain’t broke! Dat’s OK; we’ll get at it the other way.”
“This switcher doesn’t have a front coupler,” said the fireman.
“Yeah, I noticed,” said the engineer. “A problem for a switcher. Not sure how
good he’s going to be switching. I wonder if the Owner knew that when he bought him.”
“Him?” someone asked.
“Him. It. This switcher,” the engineer replied. “We’ll use the loop,” he
continued. So, that’s what they did. Thomas came around to back up to the other end of
the hopper. Then he shunted the hopper to the coal loader siding. “Switched” him to the
coal siding, I suppose, he thought.
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Thomas was pleased that the engineer had said nothing was wrong with him. And
he had indeed had no trouble with the hopper’s other coupler. The hopper was just
keeping his nose in the air to cause trouble, Thomas figured.
But, was having only a rear coupler really a problem? Thomas didn’t know.
He and his driver pushed several other trucks around, and Thomas tried not to
bang them too hard. None of the others gave him any trouble. Maybe seeing that he and
his engineer knew how to handle troublesome trucks would help keep them in line. Yes,
Thomas knew about troublesome trucks, even if they had eight wheels instead of four.
Sometime in the afternoon, Thomas picked up Annie and Clarabel, and returned
to what he was starting to think of as “his” siding. They were happy to see him, and had
questions to ask, but they would have to wait.
“Are you going to leave me here?” Thomas asked the engineer, who was about to
leave. The fireman had already gone.
“Sure. Keeps you out of the way when the local from Glendale comes through.”
“You are not going to take me to the engine shed?”
The engineer stopped, then laughed. “What engine shed? D’you see an engine
shed anywhere? You’ll stay right here. Engine shed! Dis silly engine thinks da owner’s
gonna buy him an engine shed!” The engineer was still laughing as he walked away.
“Well, what’s it like to stay outside like us coaches?” asked Annie.
Thomas didn’t answer. He didn’t have to. Something else was happening. He
felt the rumble through the rails first. Then a diesel pulling a short train came into view
after climbing the grade to the yard. It looked old and worn. Despite having what should
have been a bright orange color with black, it looked battered and unkempt. His yellow
eyes were glowing, one above the other instead of side by side. Not friendly looking!
Thomas gave the diesel a cheery “Hello,” but it just kept going without an answer.
Clarabel watched it as it circled behind the goods station and loaded some barrels at the
platform. Then, the diesel again went past Thomas, and yet again refused to answer.
Thomas was annoyed, but then he remembered that diesels are often not very nice.
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So, thought Thomas, now I know there are at least three engines on this railroad.
But one of them is a diesel, a diesel that thinks it’s too good to talk to anyone, apparently.
And, there’s no engine shed! Or, at least not at this station.
Thomas thought to himself about Sodor. He missed Sodor. But there had not
been an engine shed at Ffarquhar, at the far end of his branch line on Sodor, either. This
town was larger, with the big goods station and the smaller “Girard” station. Surely it
should have an engine shed! But, clearly it didn’t. Thomas would have to get used to
that.
“What will happen when it rains, or snows?” he asked Annie and Clarabel.
“You’ll get rain or snow on you, of course!” replied Clarabel.
“Maybe it doesn’t rain or snow here,” added Annie, trying to cheer Thomas up.
He looked around. There wasn’t much growing. There was almost no green to be
seen except the painted milk platform. No rain? No snow? Maybe this wouldn’t be such
a bad place after all.
It looked like the action for the day was over. There were at least more people
around today, and Thomas had gotten in some good work, shunting those trucks around.
No, the word was “switching.” He would have to be careful. He didn’t want to annoy
the “engineer.” No, he wanted to prove that he was a Really Useful Engine, and was
Really Useful despite not having a front coupler.
Thomas decided to look forward to tomorrow. He wasn’t on Sodor anymore, but
there was good work to be done here, he had friends, and the engineer had said he was a
good engine. Tomorrow would be better yet, maybe.
Thomas said good night to Annie and Clarabel. “Maybe we will get some
passengers tomorrow,” he said.
“Oh, that would be wonderful!” they both replied.
Thomas knew that they wanted to be Really Useful too. These last few days had
been as difficult for them as for him, with no passengers to carry. Maybe more so. Yes,
he thought, right before he went to sleep. They would all see what tomorrow would
bring.
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A New Friend and an Old Friend
Thomas didn’t have to do much the next day. Frank was his driver again. “Do I
call you my driver or my engineer?” Thomas asked him.
“Engineer,” Frank answered. “Why, a driver is someone who drives just
anything. You have to be an ‘engineer’ to handle a locomotive! I have a card that says
I’m qualified to do that!”
Thomas figured that there wasn’t much point in asking about “switching.” The
other engineer, the fat one, had said he shouldn’t say “shunting.” Thomas wondered
what other words were “wrong” here. Where was he, anyway? He decided to ask Frank
while he was waiting for the steam to build up.
“Frank, is this town ‘Girard’ like it says on that passenger station?” he asked.
“Why, does it matter? Do you really care?” asked Frank. Without waiting, he
continued, “It wasn’t until recently. When the Owner bought that station and had it
erected here, people stated calling this place ‘Girard’ even though that wasn’t its name
before, just because that’s what’s on the station.”
Thomas decided not to try to ask any other questions just now. The fireman was
talking to Frank about something he did last night, and Thomas figured that the engineer
wouldn’t want to talk to him anymore.
Before Thomas started his work, here came a friend! Black Bart puffed up. This
time, he did not seem so tired. Then, Thomas noticed, he was not pulling a train, only the
tender. Black Bart stopped. His engineer got down to talk to Frank.
“Hello!” said Thomas to Black Bart, with a big smile.
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“Hello, Thomas,” replied Black Bart after a bit of a delay.
Thomas waited to see if he would say more, but he didn’t. At least, he didn’t
before Thomas ran out of patience. So, Thomas said, “It is good to see you. A diesel
came through here yesterday, and loaded some barrels, and then left without speaking to
me when I said ‘Hello.’ I thought that was rather rude, to ignore me like that. But, then,
back on Sodor where I came from, some diesels are not very nice.”
Black Bart seemed to think on what Thomas said for a little while. Finally, he
asked, “Number 2338?”
Thomas thought back. Did he see a number? He didn’t think so.
“No number, at least none that I saw. He was black and orange.”
“Yep, that’s 2338,” replied Black Bart. “Hmmm. Maybe just surprised you said
something. I wasn’t expecting it either.”
“Are there other engines on this railroad? Where does the track go when it leaves
here, this yard? Does…” Thomas realized he was about to ask about 40 questions, and
Black Bart wouldn’t have time to answer.
“Yep,” said Black Bart. “This branch line goes to Glendale. I’ll call the place
that, anyway. The station there says “’Glendale.’”
“What about other engines?” asked Thomas.
“Well, there’s 2338, that you saw. Number 624 was switching this yard when I
got here. Don’t know where it is now. Number 2343 with the streamliner on the main
line. That’s about it.”
“I saw 2338 was a diesel. Are any of the others?”
“All of ‘em,” replied Black Bart.
“So we are the only steam engines on the railroad?” asked Thomas in dismay.
“Oh. Maybe not. I saw another one being unloaded, out of a huge crate, down at
Glendale Station. Really odd one. But, oh, I have to go. Seems we are supposed to haul
a defective hopper back down to Glendale.”
Black Bart’s driver, that is, his engineer was easing open the throttle, and the big
locomotive eased on around to pick up the hopper Thomas had dropped off the day
before. Then, with no guard van, he steamed around and down the grade away from the
yard. Thomas supposed that with the damaged coupler, there was no way to pull a guard
van on the end. He hoped no policeman would stop Black Bart. Trains were not
supposed to go anywhere without a guard. He thought for a moment, and sighed. That
was so on Sodor, anyway.
Thomas wasn’t happy to hear that the other engines on this railroad were all
diesels. But, he would have to make the best of it. Maybe 2338 wasn’t unpleasant after
all, but just wasn’t alert, or thinking, or didn’t hear Thomas when he spoke earlier.
Thomas decided he would continue to say “Hello!” to every engine he met. He was
excited to find out about the new engine, the one Black Bart had started to tell him about.
He told this to Annie and Clarabel. “Oh! And we should speak to the other
coaches,” Clarabel said.
“But, there are no other coaches,” said Annie mournfully. “And, so far, no
passengers either! Whatever shall we do? We’re not very useful coaches!”
“There must be other coaches,” said Thomas. “Black Bart said there is a
streamliner that passes Glendale, where this branch line goes. Maybe we will pull a train
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down to Glendale and get passengers to bring here, just like we did on our branch line
back on Sodor. That would be a Really Useful thing to do!”
Annie and Clarabel agreed with a unison “Yes!”
Thomas set about his “switching” duties. There were some cars to set up for pick
up. But, it didn’t take very long. Thomas was able to then return to his siding and talk to
Clarabel and Annie some more. They talked about the branch line they traveled on
Sodor. Thomas was so busy talking to Annie and Clarabel that he wasn’t paying
attention to anything else. So, what happened next took him completely by surprise.
“Hello, Thomas!” a familiar voice called out.
Why, there was James!

“James? Whatever are you doing here?” shouted Thomas in excitement.
“I could ask you the same thing,” replied James. “Where are we? This doesn’t
look like Sodor; even the tracks are very different, did you notice…”
“The three rails?” said Thomas, “Yes, I wondered too.”
“Don’t interrupt me!” replied James sternly. “You are just a tank engine. But
still, where is this? I never heard of a place called Girard.”
Thomas told James everything he knew, and about Black Bart and the diesel.
“Why aren’t we on Sodor? Why are we here? Do you have any idea?” Thomas
asked James. “Surely the Fat Controller would not sell us. I know he cared about us, and
he said we were Really Useful Engines!”
James hesitated. “I’m not sure. But, some diesels told me something that I
thought they were just making up. You remember number 199?”
Thomas thought for a minute. That was right, on Sodor diesels just had numbers,
not names. Some of them, anyway. Big numbers usually.
“Number 199 was a diesel. Thought itself better than Henry,” James reminded
Thomas.
“Oh, yes. I heard about that,” said Thomas. “I thought his name was Spamcan.”
Both James and Thomas had a bit of a laugh remembering how Henry, going
tender first, showed up both diesels: number 199 and his friend 7101.
“Well, 199 always had a grudge against us steam engines. So when I heard him
and the rest of the diesels talking, I didn’t pay it any mind.” James told Thomas. “They
were saying that the Fat Controller would get rid of us because we pollute too much.
That nasty 199 said we have a big ‘carbon footprint,’ whatever that is, because we burn
coal. And about how diesels are more efficient. There was other stuff about the weather
getting hot, and Kyoto, and other nonsense that just sounded like diesels talking big and
puffing themselves up, like they do.”
James paused. Thomas agreed that this kind of talk sounded just like diesels.
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“Well, several days later I went to sleep,” James continued, “and when I woke up
this morning, I was being transferred by a crane from a big flat car to the rails at a place
called ‘Glendale’. I didn’t know what to think; it all looked so strange. Ugly, and
shabby, and strange. A driver and fireman came along and drove me back and forth a bit,
then we followed this branch line until it climbed up a steep grade, and here I am.”
“Do you suppose the diesels were right?” asked Thomas.
“If they were, why would we now be on this railroad? Wouldn’t the Controller of
this railroad also have to get rid of his steam engines?” answered James.
“I don’t know if this railroad has a Controller,” said Thomas. “If it does, I have
not seen him. There’s a foreman; he bosses the engineers around.”
“Engineers?”
“Drivers. They call themselves ‘engineers’ here. And, oh, what we call
‘shunting’ they call ‘switching’ here,” said Thomas.
“What nonsense! I’m not going to put up with that!” replied James. “Shunting is
shunting, and a driver is a driver. A driver’s not an engineer. An engineer is someone
who builds engines, or at least repairs them. A driver is just a driver.”
Thomas could see there was no sense in arguing. James wasn’t going to listen to
a mere tank engine on such issues. Still, it was so nice to see a familiar face, and talk to
James again. It reminded him of Sodor.
James was not finished. “If the diesels were right, then the Controller of this
railroad must not care what diesels think. Just because some diesels say we pollute, or
are inefficient, why should he believe them?” James explained. “That’s good. Why
would he buy us from the Fat Controller if he didn’t think we would be Useful? And,
I’m a Really Useful Engine. Maybe he thought you’d be useful too,” James concluded,
proud of his reasoning.
“Have you met Black Bart yet? He’s number 224,” asked Thomas.
“No. What a big number! Like a diesel. Small numbers must mean we are more
important. Remember, on Sodor, the numbers were in the order we came. Well, most of
them. I never understood why anyone would put number one on you, Thomas. You
came later.”
“I was just at a different station! Remember? None of us had numbers at first.
Then, at my station, we got numbers, then the Fat Controller gave us all numbers. After
that, when new engines came in, they each got the next number. Except the diesels, of
course.”
“Are you sure 224 is a steam locomotive?” asked James.
“Yes. You can see his boiler, pistons, side rods, everything. Sort of like Gordon.
But everything shows, even all the pipes. Not nicely covered like for you and me. And,
he has a tender. A big tender.”
“We’ll see,” replied James. “Maybe 224 won’t be coming here now that I’m
available to handle the trains between here and Glendale.”
“I wish you’d call him Black Bart,” said Thomas. “That’s his name, and he’s not
a diesel.”
“Well, as you say. But, it’s been a long day. Time for us to go to the engine
shed. Where’s my driver?”
Thomas thought to himself that James had a lot to learn, and he would just have to
learn it the hard way, since he wouldn’t listen to Thomas, a mere tank engine. He heard
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Annie and Clarabel, who had been listening, chuckling to themselves. James wasn’t
going to like staying out in the open with no shed to sleep in.
Today had brought surprises, and an old friend. Surely even better would come
tomorrow. Maybe enemies of steam engines were running railroads now. It was very
hard to imagine the Fat Controller being one of them. That just couldn’t be. But, if it
were so, then it was good to be somewhere that steam engines were wanted and could be
Useful.
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James Has a Bad Day
James was upset. He wasn’t on the Island of Sodor anymore. He was sure of it
from the strange track with three rails, the odd people, and the dismal state of the
surroundings. Thomas being there hadn’t helped much, but he was at least someone to
complain to. Adding to his problems, he had not been properly put in the engine shed.
Then, there was this coal: hard stony stuff, quite unlike the good Welsh coal on Sodor.
So, when the Fat Driver and his fireman came to get James ready to go in the
morning, he was in a bad mood, and he didn’t care who knew about it.
“Are you my driver today? Why didn’t my driver from yesterday take me to the
engine shed as he should have?” James asked querulously.
“Oh, another talking engine? Where does the Owner get these blasted things?”
the driver asked, but to himself, not to James.
“I asked, why was I not put into the shed? You are going to be my driver, so you
ought to know,” James demanded.
“Now, let’s you an’ me git somethin’ strait!” said the Fat Driver. “You ain’t the
engineer. You ain’t the Foreman. You ain’t the Station Manager. And you ain’t the
Owner! You’re just a lousy scrap o’ metal called an engine that the owner must have got
cheap somewheres. I don’t want to hear nothin’ more out of you, or I tells him to send
you back for junk! You hear? You got my permission to say ‘Yes.’”
James was scared. This driver didn’t talk agreeably like the ones back on Sodor.
James decided that maybe he’d wait with his complaints for a bit. “Yes,” he answered.
“Now that we got that strait, you listen to me. I’m an ‘engineer.’ I’m not a
‘driver.’ You got that? I’ll let you say ‘Yes’ again.”
James answered “Yes” meekly. His confidence was coming back, though, since
his fires were lit and he was building up steam. “So, if you are my ‘engineer,’ why
wasn’t I put in the engine shed?”
“You don’t listen too good, do ya? I said I didn’t want to hear nuthin’ more out
of you, ‘less I says so. And, I didn’t say so. We gotta get you off ‘o these tracks, but I’ve
a mind to put you off on a sidin’ and let the Geep tow you back to Glendale till you can
be hauled off for junk.”
James didn’t dare say anything else. There was silence for a bit.
“Oh, Waall, then maybe you can listen,” the Fat Engineer finally said. “Good.
Let’s see if we can do some switchin’.”
James was going to tell the engineer that it was “shunting,” not “switching.” And,
as a tender engine, he shouldn’t have to do shunting. But, then he changed his mind. It
occurred to him that the Fat Engineer might not want to hear that. He kept his mouth
shut.
But more trouble wasn’t long in coming. The Fat Engineer backed him down a
siding next to the big goods station to pick up a black tank truck. James felt the tender
meet the truck’s coupler, but when he pulled forward, the tank truck didn’t follow. The
Fat Engineer had something to say about that, and it wasn’t nice. He tried again. And
then yet again. The truck was being nasty, thought James.
“Git out there an’ see what’s wrong!” the Fat Engineer told his fireman.
After taking a look, the fireman said, “Couplers don’t meet!”
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“What? Another car with a bent coupler?” the engineer asked. “Can’t be. That
tank car’s brand new. Not more’n a couple years old. Came in a box. The thing hasn’t
even been chipped up good like most of these cars.”
“Naw, it’s the engine!” called the fireman.
“What? How’ that? What’s wrong? I’d better look myself,” the Engineer said as
he jumped down. James thought about sneaking away while they were down, but
decided this wouldn’t be a good time for that. He could hear them arguing. A junkyard
dog wandered up for a look too.

“You see? The coupler’s not centered,” the fireman explained.
“Must be return spring’s broke,” the engineer said. “This looked like a brand new
engine and tender too. Some more of that Limey stuff. They just don’t make ‘em good
like they did in the ol’ days, here in the U S of A. Git down there and look underneath.”
See what’s wrong.”
“There ain’t no spring either side!” the fireman said. “The whole thing’s loose.”
“What? No return springs? Maybe they fell out. Fact’ry defect.”
“Naw. No mountings for ‘em, never had no springs when it was made!”
“That’s useless! Who’d make a thing like that?”
“Lionel did. See for yourself,” said the fireman.
James heard some groaning and grunting. Apparently, the Fat Engineer was
indeed taking a look.
“What a piece of junk!” he finally exclaimed. “Brand new, and as cheap as can
be. Don’t open, and don’t even center. Can’t do switchin’ with this thing!”
“Maybe I could shove it to the middle, so’s it will jam in there right, then you
back ‘er down,” suggested the fireman.
So, after some pushing and groaning, the fireman called to the Fat Engineer to
back down. The engineer gave the tank truck a good bump, and the fireman called, “Got
it!” James was relieved. He pulled forward, and this time the truck came. He pulled out
of the siding.
Ah, there was the next truck to get, a goods truck. The door was open with a little
blue man looking out. James figured the truck had just been unloaded. But, would he
again have trouble coupling to it? The Fat Engineer told the fireman, “We’re OK now,
everything else gets coupled behind the tank car.”
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They pulled forward beside Thomas and Annie and Clarabel, then coupled to the
truck with no problems.
“Darn. We forgot to spot the caboose. All the fault of this engine!” remarked the
Fat Engineer.
James didn’t think this was fair. Maybe it was the fault of the tender, but he
didn’t think the Fat Engineer would want to hear about it yet. He hadn’t been given
permission to talk. James thought this was quite an indignity.
So, they returned to the siding James had gotten the tank truck from, pulled out a
peculiar flat car with some odd kind of load and the guard’s van, spotted the guard van on
the adjacent track, then returned the flat car. Finally, they coupled to the guard’s van.
James wondered if there was a guard in it; he hadn’t seen one. Eventually, James pulled
up past Thomas. The Fat Engineer went somewhere while the fireman stayed and made
sure the steam was kept up.

“Having some trouble shunting, are we?” Thomas asked James.
James didn’t want to hear about it. He was already in a bad mood, and he didn’t
like Thomas teasing him. I’ll pay him out, as soon as I have a chance! James told
himself. I shouldn’t be shunting anyway. So he just ignored Thomas and didn’t answer.
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The Fat Engineer eventually came back. “We’re goin’ to haul this stuff to
Glendale,” James heard him tell the fireman. First we’ll take it around the loop. Make
sure there ain’t no more problems. Gotta be out of the way before the Geep gets here.”
So, they set out. James was feeling Useful again, and decided he could forget
about the problems with the coupler. And, pretty soon he’d see if he could set the Fat
Engineer straight on some things. But, as James came around the far end of the loop, just
past the turnout down the grade to Glendale, he suddenly came to a stop.”
“Now what!” said the Fat Engineer in exasperation. James wasn’t answering the
controls; he wasn’t sure why. The fireman climbed down and looked and saw nothing
wrong, then the Fat Engineer did the same.
“Bad contact?” he asked. “I think it’s that tender again. See this stoopid wire
back to the tender? Maybe there’s something wrong with it and the engine won’t move
without it.”
James was aware that there was more to being coupled to a tender than just the
coupler. There was a steam hose and other stuff, but since a tender always stays
connected to its engine, James never thought about it. The Engineer and Fireman were
doing something back there, and at one point they both tried to rock James back and forth
a bit, to “make better contact.”
They were still there when the diesel arrived. “Honk, Honk!” said the diesel. It
was a nasty looking locomotive. James knew he meant, “Get out of my way!” But
James was still stuck, and he was blocking the turnout to Glendale.

The Fat Engineer told the engineer in the Diesel to wait, but the diesel engineer
didn’t want to wait, and kept honking the horn. The Fat Engineer was getting mad too.
He turned back to James.
“I don’t think you want to move. You’ve been a problem since you got here. I’m
giving you one more chance. You git movin’ or I’m gonna have to do something drastic.
Something you ain’t gonna like!”
The Fat Engineer got back aboard. The diesel honked its horn again.
“So, shut up with that blasted horn!” the Fat Driver said, and yanked on the
throttle.
James sprang ahead. He was moving again! He eased up to the other side of
Thomas. The turnout down the grade was now unblocked. The diesel ran round the
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loop, unloaded some cargo and barrels at the goods station, and left with an annoyed
“Honk” as he passed Thomas and James again.
The Fat Engineer then backed James next to the goods station. James was a bit
annoyed, because he was supposed to go to Glendale, not just sit around here. He
decided it wasn’t a good time to say so, though, since he had held things up at the
turnout. The Fat Engineer left, but soon came back with several other men.
“What are we goin’ to do about this Useless pile o’ junk,” the Fat Engineer asked
one of the others. James didn’t like the sound of that. It turned out they were having a
“meeting.” The Fat Engineer showed them the tender coupler, and talked about all the
problems they’d had that he blamed on James. He and the others talked about it, and
agreed that the Owner must not have understood what a Useless locomotive he was
buying.

“Maybe if we got it a decent tender? That isn’t a tender, it’s a half sized truck!”
This wounded James. He was very proud of having a tender, and it really wasn’t
much different, and only a little bit smaller, than those Henry and Gordon pulled. And,
Thomas had no tender at all!
“The contacts won’t work with an American tender,” one of the others said. “And
it would look wrong.”
“Who cares what it looks like?”
“The Owner cares. He thought these British engines would be an interesting
feature for his Railroad. You know, different. Bright and red, peculiar styling. Didn’t
know all the trouble they’d cause, I guess,” replied the older man.
That must be Controller, thought James. Or, maybe the Station Manager, that the
Fat Engineer had mentioned earlier. And maybe one of the others was the “Foreman.”
“So, what we going to do with it?” the Fat Engineer asked.
“Send it back. Tell the Owner to scrap it; sell it for junk,” said one of them, who
James thought must be another driver.
“You want me to tell the Owner he made a mistake?” asked the Station Manager,
as James decided he must be. A Controller wouldn’t need to worry about what anyone
else thought; he was the overall Boss of the railroad. Apparently, that was the Owner
here. Maybe this railroad didn’t have a Controller.
There was a long silence. Finally, the Fat Driver spoke. “I’ll tell you what. Let’s
have this engine pull those stoopid Limey passenger cars down to Glendale. A test run.
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If we leave him coupled to them, it won’t matter that the tender coupler’s not worth a
darn.”
“Him?” the Station manager asked.
“It. Him. The stoopid engine. I’ll try it with them coaches. See if it can get to
Glendale an’ back. Maybe use this engine instead of the blue one.”
James was insulted, but decided yet again that this wasn’t the time to make an
issue of it. They talked about it a little bit more. The Station Manager said that his wife
wanted to ride behind the blue engine and might not be happy behind the red one.
Everyone laughed, and that was the end of the meeting. James figured they were
laughing at him. But he didn’t dare think about paying them out for that. He was afraid
of being sold for scrap.

James uncoupled from his train, then ran out while Thomas was moved. It took a
while since Thomas had not been ready to go. Then, James backed onto the siding, and
banged the coaches good.
“Oh, Oh! Oh!” cried Annie and Clarabel. “What are you doing here?” asked
Annie. She and Clarabel knew, since they had overheard the meeting. But they didn’t
like it. They liked Thomas; he treated them well.
James didn’t answer. He had other concerns. Annie had refused to couple up,
just like the uncooperative tank truck.
“The stoopid coupler again!” complained the Fat Engineer. “Go fix that darned
thing, would ya?” he asked the fireman.
Eventually, they managed to get coupled, but not without James banging Annie
and Clarabel around some more. This made them mad, and they muttered to each other
about it.
James didn’t pay attention. He thought, Well, this will pay out Thomas! Thomas
can just stay here and do shunting. I’ll get to make the passenger runs to Glendale! The
passengers will love me, even though the Station Manager and the Fat Engineer and that
other driver don’t appreciate me. I’ll show them!
Just then, here came Thomas. “I’m going to Glendale!” he called happily.
James looked, and there was Thomas with his train! The one he had worked so
hard to put together. He had done the shunting for Thomas, as it had turned out. This did
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not help his mood at all. Thomas should have been unhappy at losing his coaches. He
should have been unhappy at having to stay here and do shunting. And, yet, there he was
going off to Glendale! James was steamed. “Whoosh!” he whistled. But Thomas paid
no attention, and disappeared down the grade.

The trip to Glendale is not all that far. But, there really isn’t room there for two
trains without fouling the main line. So, the Fat Engineer kept James waiting a long time
until Thomas came back, still all too cheery.
“OK, Mister talkin’ engine, we’re off to Glendale. And, I don’t want no trouble.
You hear?” the Fat Engineer said.
“My name is James,” James said. Mister talking engine indeed!
“I didn’t tell you you could say anythin’, now, did I?” the Fat Engineer said, in a way that
James figured didn’t want an answer. So, James stayed quiet.
The Fat Engineer eased the throttle open, and James crept out of his siding, with
Annie and Clarabel following. Around the far loop and down the grade towards Glendale
they went. The engineer was taking the trip slow and easy.
Good thing! James thought to himself. The track work here is even worse than up
at the yard! What kind of poorly run railroad is this? The sleepers were placed very far
apart, and there was no ballast! Up at the Girard yard there was at least some ballast,
though not enough. But, as before, this didn’t seem the time to be asking questions or
making complaints, at least, not to the Fat Engineer! James was happy to be running, and
pulling a train of coaches, not just dirty goods trucks. Finally, into the station he came,
and pulled up to the platform.
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James had forgotten that they were not actually carrying any passengers, so he
was surprised nobody was waiting at the platform when he passed by. He stopped, and
called back, “Did you enjoy the trip, ladies?” to Annie and Clarabel.
“Mooooooo! Noooooo!” Called back a dozen or so black cattle there on a
platform right next to James. Annie and Clarabel laughed, and so did James.
Even the Fat Engineer laughed, and told James, “We’ll make something useful
out of you yet! Just remember, you’re not the engineer, you’re not the Foreman, you’re
not the Station Manager, and you’re not the Owner! You’re just an engine. But, maybe
you can be a good engine. We’ll see.”
“I’ll remember that,” said James.
The Fat Engineer didn’t tell him not to speak. James was glad he wasn’t mad at
him anymore.
It had started out as a bad day, but when he got back to the yard, he was glad it
had ended well.
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